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≈Sweden has zero registered serious adverse health effects in over 100 years of 
over 10% lifelong adult male exclusive snus use

Sweden has data supporting quit rates of 70% at 60 months follow up from snus 
use in adult healthy males. That is 20 times better at 10 times longer follow up 
compared to best pharmaceutical competitor

Sweden has refused to do the requisite research and follow up like PHE started 
doing 2014 since 1973 when the signals were evident. Same people are still 
active.

Inadequate attention to our voices in Sweden for over 40 years is the main 
enabler to the issues we now see with TPD, Cancer Plan and BECA

NNA like INNCO was built to be independent and compliant equal to other NGOs 
and a bit better in order to be able to fund itself as a soon to be patients’ 
organisation
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NNA Sweden is part of INNCO, that is a 
non-profit alliance of 37 volunteer-led 
Member Organisations all over the world. 
We support the rights of 98 million adults 
who use safer nicotine to avoid toxic 
forms of tobacco. INNCO is funded by 
individual contributions from thousands of 
adult ex-smokers, and by a grant from the 
Foundation for a Smoke-Free World 
(FSFW). The FSFW is a US nonprofit
501(c)(3) private foundation with a 
mission to end smoking in this generation. 
INNCO is independent. Our mission, 
purpose and goals are driven by our 
Member Organisations. Those 
organisations are led by unpaid 
volunteers (ex-smokers) who, as a 
condition of membership, agree not to 
accept funding or direction from industry. 
The contents, selection and presentation 
of facts in this article are the sole 
responsibility of the authors. (Note here 
please that INNCO is independent from that funder and 
thus twice arms length removed from industry, and was 
founded before the FSFW came into existence.)  
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